INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

Most adult tissues retain a reservoir of self-renewing, multipotent stem cells that are capable of generating specific tissue components. It has been long thought that the brain is an exception to this rule and that the pool of neural stem cells (NSCs) is exhausted perinatally leading to a decrease in neurogenesis after birth. While this is certainly true for most brain regions, neurogenesis persists into adulthood in two specific micro-environments under physiological conditions: the subependymal zone (SEZ) of the lateral ventricle and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus (DG), leading to modifications of the olfactory bulb and hippocampal circuitry, respectively \[[@ref001]\]. The continuous generation and integration of new neurons into existing circuitries is a key contribution to the adult's brain plasticity. It allows for cellular and molecular remodeling in response to an individual's interaction with the outside world and involves higher cognitive function such as memory processes as well as certain affective behaviors.

New neurons are generated at a considerable level also in the human hippocampus \[[@ref004]\]. From a clinical point of view adult neurogenesis is highly relevant as dysregulation is evolving as a significant contributor to neuropsychiatric symptoms in ageing and neurodegenerative diseases \[[@ref006]\].Conversely, cumulative evidence from organs with high turnover suggests that ageing is a major contributor to loss or inactivation of stem cells \[[@ref007]\] and to decreased neurogenesis \[[@ref008]\]. Consequently, there is an immense attention to both understanding the mechanisms of impaired neurogenesis as well as developing strategies to enhance neurogenesis duringageing.

Adult neurogenesis is a stereotypic sequence of distinct developmental steps: astrocytes with a highly characteristic radial morphology serve as quiescent NSCs. Upon activation, NSCs divide to generate actively proliferating intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs) that eventually give rise to neuronally committed neuroblasts (NBs). NBs in the hippocampus exit the cell cycle and enter the maturation phase during which dendrites are extended into the molecular layer and axons are sent to the CA3 region \[[@ref002]\]. In the SEZ, NBs migrate a long way through the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb, where they eventually exit cell cycle and populate the glomerular and granular cell layer \[[@ref010]\]. Despite a number of region-specific characteristics in the neurogenic lineage, both niches share basic principles, such as a stereotypic sequence of proliferation, differentiation, migration and maturation steps as well as embedding into a niche with specialized cellular cytoarchitecture, vascularization pattern, and extracellular matrix properties \[[@ref001]\].

METABOLIC REGULATION OF NEUROGENESIS {#sec0010}
====================================

The generation of a newborn neuron from a quiescent NSC is controlled by signals from the surrounding niche as well as intracellular pathways \[[@ref001]\]. While tremendous effort has been taken in investigating the roles of signaling-, transcriptional-, and epigenetic pathways in controlling lineage progression \[[@ref011]\], the discovery that a metabolic switch towards de novo lipogenesis is required for the proliferation of quiescent NSCs provided exciting first time evidence that hippocampal neurogenesis is functionally coupled to the activity of a specific metabolic program \[[@ref012]\]. The role of lipid metabolism, including beta-oxidation, in the process of adult neurogenesis is reviewed in detail in this issue by MarlenKnobloch.

Differentiation from a quiescent radial glia-like NSC into a functional neuron requires coordinated remodeling of cell biological, biochemical and molecular pathways according to the changing demands of the developing neuron. It is appropriate to assume that this also comprises metabolic changes. While fundamental differences regarding the metabolic requirements between proliferative and differentiated cells have long been reported especially in the context of cancer cells \[[@ref013]\], it is a fairly new concept that differential activity of metaboliccircuits - rather than being a passive response to cellular function - may represent a major driving force to attain or maintain a specific phenotype \[[@ref014]\].

Metabolic differences may not only apply to proliferating versus non-proliferating cells, but also differentiated cells drastically differ in their metabolic requirements. Neurons have the highest energetic demands in the brain. Maintenance and restoration of ion gradients dissipated by the repeated generation of postsynaptic potentials and action potentials, and the neurotransmitter cycle are the main cause of neuronal energy need \[[@ref015]\]. Neurons display a high activity of oxidative metabolism and are metabolically tightly coupled to astrocytes. The recycling of neurotransmitters and metabolites in astrocytes is associated with significant metabolic costs. Astrocytes mostly satisfy their energetic demands via glycolysis. Being in close contact with the blood vessels, they take up glucose from the circulation, metabolize it into lactate via glycolysis and conversion of pyruvate, and release lactate into the extracellular space, from where it is taken up by neurons \[[@ref017]\]. The profound differences in the prevalent metabolic circuits of highly specialized astrocyte-like NSCs (the virtual starting points of the neurogenic lineage) and postmitotic differentiated neurons (the outcome of the neurogenic lineage) suggest that metabolic adaption will be important during the course of adult neurogenesis for the generation and maturation of adult-bornneurons.

In the following I will give a r$\acute{e}$sum$\acute{e}$ of emerging evidence and concepts on the impact of mitochondrial metabolism on adult neurogenesis.

METABOLIC REQUIREMENTS OF NEURAL STEM CELLS {#sec0015}
===========================================

Many quiescent stem cells rely on glycolysis \[[@ref020]\]. It is hypothesized that this fits well with the lower energetic demands of the quiescent state and helps to limit oxidative metabolism-dependent generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in order to confine ROS-induced cellular damage and ensure life-long tissue renewal. Though glycolysis is much less efficient in terms of energy production, the generation of ATP does not appear to cause limitations in proliferating cells \[[@ref021]\]. It may instead be advantageous for the generation of new daughter cells to maintain the pool of carbon intermediates required for biosynthesis of cellular building blocks by utilization of glycolysis \[[@ref022]\]. Most precursors for essential biosynthetic pathways including purine and pyrimidine nucleotide, amino acids and triacylglycerols derive from intermediates of glycolytic and pentose phosphatase pathways \[[@ref023]\].

Along with their glycolytic profile, stem cells often display an immature mitochondrial infrastructure characterized by immature spherical mitochondria with poorly developed cristae and low copy numbers of mitochondrial DNA \[[@ref024]\]. Consequently, many stem cells display lower levels of oxidative respiration than their differentiated counterparts \[[@ref025]\]. These observations also account for quiescent NSCs in the adult brain. Evidence from single cell transcriptome analysis of early stages of the hippocampal neurogenic lineage suggests beta-oxidation and glycolysis as the main energy-providing metabolic circuits in NSCs \[[@ref032]\]. NSCs in the adult SEZ have been shown to mostly rely on fatty acid oxidation to produce energy and support their neurogenic activity \[[@ref033]\], while metabolic analysis performed directly on NSC-containing embryonic cortical tissue suggested mostly (80--90%) non-mitochondrial ATP generation i.e. glycolysis \[[@ref034]\]. The glycolytic profile of NSCs appears to be evolutionary conserved. Data from Jürgen Knoblich's laboratory on lineage progression in the brain of *Drosophila melanogaster* suggest the interesting concept that induction of electron transport chain (ETC) and oxidative phosphorylation (oxPhos) in neuroblasts (as NSCs are called in *Drosophila*) is required to uncouple cell cycle from cell growth, leading to the terminal differentiation of stem cells. In that study, the authors further hypothesize that the metabolic switch from glycolysis to oxidative metabolism may be the cause and not just the consequence of differentiation \[[@ref035]\]. Also neural progenitor cells in the *Xenopus* retina are less reliant on oxPhos than non-dividing differentiated neurons, and the transition from glycolysis to oxidative metabolisms is tightly coupled to neuronal differentiation \[[@ref036]\]. In line with this, metabolic signature analysis of distinct stages within the programming process of human neural stem and progenitor cells (NSPCs) derived from embryonic stem cells or induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) towards neurons suggests that the transition from aerobic glycolysis of NSCs toward neuronal oxPhos is marked by the downregulation of hexokinase and lactate dehydrogenase, essential components of the glycolytic pathway. Even more, the shut-off of glycolysis appeared to be essential for neuronal survival coupling neuronal differentiation with distinct metabolic reprogramming \[[@ref037]\]. In the adult mouse hippocampus, electron microscopic studies showed that radial glia-like NSCs contained both tubular and spherical mitochondria with a significant smaller volume than differentiated neurons \[[@ref038]\]. Furthermore cultured adult NSPCs have a significantly lower membrane potential than their neuronal counterparts indicative of low oxidative metabolisms. Intriguingly, disruption of ETC and oxPhos activity by conditionally deleting the mitochondrial transcription factor A (Tfam) in NSCs had no effect on NSC number. Even though proliferation and generation of new neurons were severely affected, the activation of NSCs remains intact, suggesting that a dysfunctional ETC and oxPhos machinery rather blocked neurogenesis at the level of actively proliferating IPC cells \[[@ref038]\]. Hence, it appears as if NSCs live surprisingly well without oxidative metabolism as they meet most of their energetic demands and derive carbon intermediates from pathways others than ETC and oxPhos. It also seems as if upregulation of ETC and oxPhos activity plays a major role in further lineage progression, in exit from cell cycle and in differentiation as well as maturation of daughtercells.

These data implicate that adaption of metabolic programs will become important for reprogramming protocols as already suggested by the work of laboratories of Magdalena Götz \[[@ref039]\], Fred Gage and Tony Hunter \[[@ref037]\]. Zheng et al., provide evidence that shut-off of glycolysis is critical for survival of neurons during neuronal reprogramming of NSPCs \[[@ref037]\]. Recently, Gascon, Murenu et al. have shown that high levels of oxidative stress induces cell death and prevents the direct conversion of different cell types into neurons \[[@ref039]\]. By inhibition of ferroptosis, an atypical form of cell death resulting from an iron-dependent accumulation of lipid ROS, the authors could significantly improve neuronal reprogramming. Furthermore, antioxidants treatment improved maturation of induced neurons *in vitro* and *in vivo* \[[@ref039]\]. The latest findings underscore the significance of metabolic pathways in cellular reprogramming irrespective of cell types.

MITOCHONDRIAL METABOLISM IN ACTIVELY PROLIFERATING PROGENITOR CELLS {#sec0020}
===================================================================

Recent work provides *in vivo* functional evidence supported by gene expression profiling that the adult hippocampal neurogenic lineage is critically dependent on mitochondrial complex function at the level of IPCs \[[@ref038]\]. Transcriptional signature suggests that the transition of activated NSCs to IPCs is paralleled by upregulation of enzymes of the TCA cycle and components of mitochondrial complexes, most notably of genes related to complex V, the key complex for ATP production via oxPhos. In contrast, key enzymes of glycolysis are downregulated around the time of NSC activation, predicting a metabolic switch from glycolytic metabolism towards increased activity of ETC and oxPhos around the time of transition from activated NSCs to IPCs. The new energy demand of activated NSCs and IPCs might well be connected to the dramatic onset of translation \[[@ref040]\] and the marked cell growth illustrated by Costa et al., \[[@ref041]\]. Consistent with the single-cell transcriptome data, a severe loss of IPCs and subsequently of immature neuronal progeny upon conditional deletion of Tfam in NSCs was observed. Increased appearance of apoptotic cells in the hippocampal niche and massively increased cell death of proliferating NSPC in culture compared to BMP4-induced quiescent NSPCs suggest that impaired ETC and oxPhos activity is critical for viability of IPCs \[[@ref038]\]. Thus, these data strongly support the emerging notion that stage-specific metabolic programs are functionally linked to distinct developmental steps within the NSC lineage \[[@ref042]\].

Since high oxidative activity has up to now been mostly associated with termination of proliferation and neuronal differentiation \[[@ref042]\], it was quite surprising that actively proliferating IPCs reacted in such dramatic way to ETC and oxPhos dysfunction. So, why is mitochondrial metabolism crucial for the highly proliferative IPCs in contrast to rarely proliferating NSCs? What is the specific metabolic need of IPCs that can be served by ETC and oxPhos? In general, ATP is not limiting in proliferating cells, and glycolysis as well as the pentose-phosphate pathway are better suited to meet the requirements for cellular building blocks including purine and pyrimidine nucleotides, amino acids and triacylglycerols. Two recently published papers provided a new and surprising perspective on the function of ETC in highly proliferating cancer cells \[[@ref046]\]. Although ETC is best known for its role in ATP synthesis, both groups showed independently that the central function of ETC in proliferating cells is the production of aspartate. These results solved a long-known mystery that cells lacking mtDNA failed to proliferate as a result of ETC dysfunction, which could be rescued by adding supraphysiological levels of pyruvate to the medium \[[@ref048]\]. More than 25 years after this finding, Birsoy et al., and Sullivan et al., convincingly showed that ETC dysfunction impairs the redox balance of the cell and that pyruvate can restore redox homeostasis by serving as an electron acceptor. This regeneration of electron acceptors is required for the biosynthesis of the limiting amino acid aspartate in order to sustain high levels of proliferation \[[@ref046]\]. It will certainly be very interesting to investigate if hippocampal IPCs need ETC and aspartate to sustain their proliferative activity.

ROLE OF MITOCHONDRIA IN NEURONAL DIFFERENTIATION AND NEURITE GROWTH {#sec0025}
===================================================================

Mitochondria play an important role in neuroplasticity and are involved in fundamental processes such as neural differentiation, growth of axons and dendrites, as well as formation of synapses and neurotransmitter release \[[@ref049]\]. First evidence for a role of mitochondria in neuronal differentiation came from the observation that differentiation of neurons is associated with an increase in mitochondrial mass \[[@ref051]\]. More recent findings show that differentiation from NSCs and other progenitor types generally involves increased aerobic activity, including upregulation of mitochondrial mass, mtDNA copy number, ETC capacity and activity of NADH-generating enzymes \[[@ref049]\]. The accumulation of mtDNA damage in NSCs deficient for the mitochondrial 8-oxoguanine DNA glycolsylase (OGG1) inhibits the normal maturation of mitochondria leading to inhibition of aerobic metabolism during differentiation \[[@ref053]\]. This results in a preferential shift of *ogg^-/-^* NSCs in their differentiation direction towards an astrocytic lineage, while anti-oxidative treatment reverses the mtDNA damage accumulation and increase neurogenesis \[[@ref054]\]. The underlying mechanism for this change in differentiation involves a redox shift that activates Sirt1 that in turn promote astrogliogenesis \[[@ref050]\]. These results implicate that differentiation of progeny per se is not necessarily affected by dysfunction of mitochondrial metabolism as astrocyte generation and maturation appear normal. Instead it seems to be particularly important for neuronal differentiation and development. It is tempting to speculate if the switch to oxidative metabolism may even play an instructive role in driving differentiation toward the neuronal fate.

During axogenesis, mitochondria accumulate at the base of the developing neurites that are destined to become axons, and depletion of mitochondria at or before the stage of axogenesis prevents axon formation \[[@ref056]\]. This indicates already that mitochondria play an important role in neural polarization and axonal outgrowth regulation. It has been further shown that mitochondria coordinate the sites of axon branching through localized intra-axonal protein synthesis \[[@ref057]\]. Mitochondria are also required for dendritic development. Early studies found that mitochondria in dendrites are more active than those in the axons \[[@ref058]\]. Disruption of mitochondrial protein translation in *Drosophila* olfactory projection neurons reduces dendritic arborization, while axonal morphology is relatively unaltered \[[@ref059]\]. Moreover, mitochondrial distribution along dendrites is critical for synaptic support. Here, mitochondrial calcium buffering strongly influence synaptic plasticity as mice deficient for voltage-dependent anion channels (VDAC) located on the outer mitochondrial membrane show learning deficits and impairment of synaptic plasticity \[[@ref060]\].

In the adult hippocampal neurogenic lineage, deletion of Tfam specifically in IPCs and neuroblasts by stereotactic injections of Cre-recombinase encoding mouse moloney leukemia virus in Tfam^loxP/loxP^ mice has a significant effect on neuronal maturation, in particular, dendritic growth. Tfam-ablated neurons display shortening of dendrites and decreased dendritic complexity \[[@ref038]\]. Similar results have been obtained in mice lacking the cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protein 1 (CPEB1), which develop brain-specific dysfunctional mitochondria and a reduced ATP-production. This is due to defective polyadenylation-induced translation of ETC complex I protein NDUFV2 mRNA and results in defective dendritic morphogenesis of hippocampal neurons \[[@ref061]\]. These studies indicate that functional ETC and oxPhos is required for the proper morphological development and growths of adult-bornneurons.

TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR- AND SIGNALING PATHWAY-MEDIATED MITOCHONDRIAL METABOLISM RESPONSE IN NEURONAL DEVELOPMENT {#sec0030}
==============================================================================================================

Mitochondria are hubs in which metabolism merges with transcription factor- and signaling pathway-mediated regulatory mechanisms. Cyclic AMP response element binding protein (CREB) is one such example of a neuronal activity-regulated transcription factor with a direct link to regulation of metabolic pathways in other cellular systems such as liver and lung. CREB-signaling is highly active in immature adult-generated neurons and CREB downregulation disturbs the maintenance of the neurogenic expression program and impairs dendritic development and survival of newborn neurons \[[@ref062]\]. Additionally, CREB regulates the transcription of enzymes, which catalyze key steps of glucose metabolism \[[@ref067]\] and impacts on mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial respiratory chain function by directly controlling the expression of nuclear-encoded respiratory genes and through induction of expression of PGC1alpha and central transcriptional regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis, including Tfam \[[@ref068]\].

Bit by bit, an increasing number of signaling functions for mitochondria are being discovered. Brain derived neurotrophic factor (BNDF) was shown to promote synaptic plasticity, in part, by enhancing mitochondrial energy production. In response to enhanced energy demands in cultured cortical neurons, BNDF increases glucose utilization and mitochondrial respiratory coupling at complex I \[[@ref069]\]. Also activity of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) mTOR has a direct links to the regulation of metabolic pathways in other cellular systems. By representing a metabolic rheostat mTOR integrates nutrient availability and growth factor signaling, and regulates mitochondrial biogenesis, and lipid and glucose metabolism through its transcriptional and translational targets \[[@ref014]\]. The connection between mTOR-, BDNF and CREB-dependent signaling and adult-born neuron maturation and their regulatory function in metabolism strongly suggest that metabolic adaptation is closely linked to neuronal maturation in adult neurogenesis. But what about the converse scenario? Does neuronal activity impact on mitochondrial turnover? Do newborn neurons stimulated by local interneurons develop a mitochondrial metabolism different from that of unstimulatednewborn neurons? While certainly little is known, an interesting venue for future research is if and how neuronal activity regulates mitochondrial function.

MITOCHONDRIAL QUALITY CONTROL MECHANISMS IN NEURAL DEVELOPMENT {#sec0035}
==============================================================

Along with the evolutionary process, mitochondria acquired an efficient system for quality control that detects and eliminates damaged mitochondria. Mitochondrial quality control involves both intra-mitochondrial and organellar mechanisms. The major role of intra-mitochondrial quality control is undoubtedly the maintenance of mtDNA. The organellar mitochondrial quality control system regulates mitochondrial integrity and dynamics involving mitochondrial membrane fusion and fission as well as selective mitophagy. Mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial dynamics, i.e., the balance between mitochondrial fusion and fission processes, are major determinants of mitochondrial morphology. Rather than being generated de novo, mitochondria are generated by growth of preexisting mitochondria and subsequent fission \[[@ref071]\]. Mitochondrial fission also leads to mitochondrial fragmentation and facilitates the removal of damaged mitochondria through mitophagy. This type of autophagy or lysosomal degradation is crucial for the elimination of damaged mitochondrial organelles or content \[[@ref073]\]. Mitophagy is associated with the control of organelle number, in response to developmental or physiological cues, resulting in removal of excessive mitochondria through activation of fission and blockage of fusion. Mitochondrial fusion enables exchange of genetic material and protects from mitochondrial damage accumulation \[[@ref074]\]. Under cellular stress conditions, mitochondria form a hyperfused complex to prevent damage and to protect against mitophagy. This reaction ultimately promotes cell survival. Conditional deletion of the outer mitochondrial membrane fusion proteins MFN1/2 in adult NSCs causes severe mitochondrial fragmentation and lead to significant reduction in the number of Sox2^+^ NSCs in the SGZ of the hippocampus \[[@ref034]\]. Recent work identified active mitophagy as a typical feature of early-stage mouse NSC differentiation. Attenuation of mitophagy through forced translocation of the apoptotic regulatory protein p53 to mitochondria increased neurogenic potential and neuriteoutgrowth \[[@ref075]\].

The development of new neurons is coupled to extensive remodeling of the mitochondrial compartment \[[@ref076]\]. During maturation of newborn neurons, mitochondria increase their mass and change their distribution and shape, characterized specifically by the appearance of round-shaped mitochondria in the dendritic arbor. Increased neurogenesis by voluntary exercise - the strongest pro-neural trigger of hippocampal neurogenesis \[[@ref077]\] - induces a profound increase in mitochondrial content, especially in the dendritic segments \[[@ref076]\]. While mitochondrial fission would be essential to efficiently supply the dendritic arbor with new mitochondria \[[@ref079]\], genetic inhibition of the mitochondrial fission factor dynamin-related protein-1 (Drp1) activity represses adult neurogenesis under basal and pro-neurogenic voluntary exercise conditions. In contrast, overexpression of Drp1 under exercise conditions promotes neuronal maturation even more than exercise alone \[[@ref076]\]. Recently, Drp1 has been identified as a potential therapeutic target against Bisphenol A (BPA)-induced impairment of mitochondrial dynamics and neurodegeneration in the hippocampus \[[@ref080]\]. BPA is a component of consumer plastic products and was shown to induce mitochondrial fragmentation and oxidative stress, which led to impaired NSC proliferation and differentiation and ultimately NSC apoptosis. BPA induces increased levels of Drp1 expression, and inhibition of Drp1, pharmacologically and genetically, reverses the BPA-induces mitochondrial dysfunction and ameliorates NSC defects and apoptosis \[[@ref080]\]. Together, these results identify mitochondria not only as an essential component for the general neurogenesis process but also ascribed an active regulatory function to mitochondria during maturation of adult born neurons.

REACTIVE OXYGEN SPECIES AND THE ROLE OF CELLULAR REDOX STATE IN NEUROGENESIS {#sec0040}
============================================================================

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced in the cytosol, peroxisomes and the endoplasmatic reticulum, but the ETC, in particular complex I and to minor extent complex III, is still the major site of ROS production under physiological conditions. Here, instead of reduction of O~2~ to H~2~O, oxygen is prematurely and incompletely reduced to the superoxid anion radical (O~ - 2~, SO), that can be further dismutated to hydrogen peroxid (H~2~O~2~). The redox state of a cell is defined by dynamic changes in the ration of the interconvertible oxidized and reduced form of specific redox couples such as NAD^+^/NADH, NAD phosphate (NADP^+^/NADPH), glutathione (GSSG/2GSH), superoxid/oxygen, peroxid/water. Accumulation of oxidizing molecules such as ROS shifts the intracellular redox environment towards a more oxidized state and promotes oxidation reactions. Like in a vicious circle, extensive ROS generation or impaired detoxification can result in pathological molecular modifications to proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids, and will on the long run inflict fatal damage on the cell.

ROS also plays a role as second messengers, regulating diverse cellular processes \[[@ref050]\]. Le Belle and colleagues have shown that proliferative NSCs have high endogenous ROS levels that regulate self-renewal and neurogenesis in a PI3K/Akt-dependent manner \[[@ref082]\]. Furthermore, induction of proliferation in NSCs results in a rapid increase in total mitochondrial numbers and overall ROS production, suggesting that oxidative stress is generated during a transient window of elevated neurogenesis that accompanies the normal neurogenesis process \[[@ref083]\]. Recent findings suggest that changes in mitochondrial dynamics direct NSC fate through modification of complex-I-mediated ROS signaling triggering a dual program to suppress self-renewal and promote differentiation via nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (NRF2)-mediated signaling \[[@ref034]\]. Interestingly, NSCs in the embryonic mouse cerebral cortex exhibit intermittent spontaneous bursts of ROS generation that negatively regulate NSC self-renewal in the developing cerebral cortex \[[@ref084]\]. Moreover, elevated ROS through loss of function of the tumor suppressor gene p53 leads to early neurogenesis, while restoration of p53 and anti-oxidative treatments partially reverse the phenotype \[[@ref085]\]. These results suggest that p53-mediated regulation of physiological ROS levels by regulating oxidative stress gene expression may be required for the appropriate timing of neurogenesis in the developing telencephalon.

p53-mediated ROS is also important for cell fate decisions as shown in a study by Xavier and colleagues. Here, p53 reduces the levels of mitochondrial ROS, which leads to a shift in neural differentiation potential, favoring neuronal rather than astroglial conversion \[[@ref075]\]. Along this line is the finding that the induction of mild oxidative stress triggers activation of the histone deacetylase sirtuin 1 (Sirt1), which subsequently leads to the inhibition of the proneural transcription factor Mash1, resulting in an increase in astrogliogenesis at the expense of the neuronal lineage \[[@ref055]\]. These and other data implicate mitochondrial ROS (as well as ATP levels) as a rheostat to monitor cell fates and regulate cell cycle progression \[[@ref075]\]. Indeed, there is experimental evidence that mitochondrial dysfunction activates two signals resulting in cell cycle inhibition. The decrease in ATP production is usually followed by downregulation of cyclin E while increased ROS production induced up-regulation of p27 \[[@ref087]\]. Regulation of neurogenesis is based on very complex and context-dependent mechanisms mediated by ROS. While the majority of studies have focused on the cellular toxicities of ROS, there is growing evidence that ROS (and ROS bursts) play a crucial role in regulation of proliferation, self-renewal and cell fate decisions of NSCs \[[@ref082]\]. Nevertheless, the production of ROS has to be precisely regulated since ROS overload impairs adult neurogenesis during ageing, neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration \[[@ref088]\] and may therefore have significant implications for brain injury, disease and repair.

Several pathways with well-known roles in self-renewal, lineage commitment and differentiation of NSCs - such as Notch and Wnt/β-catenin - may be modulated in a redox-dependent fashion \[[@ref081]\]. Accumulating evidence suggest a crucial role for redox-sensitive molecules such as NAD^+^/NADH-dependent enzymes and NRF2 in spatiotemporal control of NSC fate decisions. NRF2 up-regulates genes involved in redox signaling such as thioredoxin as well as Notch and Jagged - two key proteins of Notch pathway \[[@ref089]\]. Similar to other organs like liver and lung, NRF2 is essential for tissue regeneration in the brain. Here, it regulates neurogenesis and protects neural progenitor cells against ischemia-induced damage \[[@ref092]\]. Overexpression of NRF2*in vitro* increases NSPC self-renewal under proliferating conditions and supports neuronal differentiation upon withdrawal of growth factors \[[@ref092]\]. These results indicate that NRF2 may be involved in coordination of crucial stem cell- and lineage decisions potentially via interaction with the Notch-pathway.

NAD^+^/NADH is one of the most important redox pair due to the strong reducing capacity of NADH \[[@ref093]\], and its activity is mainly defined by complex I of the ETC \[[@ref094]\]. In addition to its function as an electron carrier, NAD^+^ has emerged as a critical co-regulator of signaling pathways, thereby providing a link between redox state and gene expression. Depletion of NAD^+^ in the murine brain is associated with a loss of proliferating NSPCs \[[@ref095]\]. Deletion of nicotin-amide phosphoribosyltransferase (Nampt), the rate-limiting enzyme in NAD^+^ biosynthesis,affects G~1~/S-phase transition, self-renewal capacity and maintenance of the stem cell pool. Nampt is crucial for fate-commitment of NSPCs into oligodendrocytes via activity of NAD^+^-dependent enzymes Sirt1 and Sirt2. Since Nampt expression is decreasing in the ageing brain, the authors suggest that Nampt-mediated biosynthesis may be a mediator of age-associated decline in NSPCs \[[@ref095]\]. In line with this is a recent report showing that NAD^+^ improves mitochondrial activity and stem cell function in muscle stem cells leading to rejuvenation of muscle stem cells in aged mice \[[@ref096]\]. The authors demonstrate that NAD^+^ precursor nicotinamide riboside delays senescence of neural and melanocyte stem cells and enhances life span in mice. Together these findings implicate NAD^+^ signaling as a potential strategy to reprogram senescent or dysfunctional stem cells in order to improve life span in mammals.

###### 

Mitochondria - more than just ATP synthesis

Most animal cells contain mitochondria. These organelles are surrounded by a double system of membranes conveniently described as the outer membrane and inner membrane. While the outer membrane is fairly similar in most cell membranes, the inner membrane is specialized due to particles that are involved in the ATP synthesis by oxidative phosphorylation (oxPhos) and are functionally associated with the respiratory chain or electron transport chain (ETC). The mitochondrial matrix contains enzymes of the beta-oxidation pathway and also most enzymes of the Krebs cycle or tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle (scheme in [Fig. 1](#bpl-3-bpl170044-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, mitochondria contain their own genome, which is maternally inherited. Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is organized in a circular, covalently closed, double-stranded DNA. 37 genes are encoded by mtDNA; of these, 22 are for transfer RNA, 2 for the small and large subunit of ribosomal DNA, and 13 are encoding for components of ETC and oxPhos complex subunits.

In all forms of life, ATP is used in innumerable metabolic reactions and physiological functions and it is vital to maintain a steady supply of ATP for a living cell to grow, divide, and response to challenges. In the presence of oxygen, oxPhos is by far the most important mechanism for generation of ATP. ATP synthesis via the mitochondrial respiratory chain is a result of two processes (electron transport and oxPhos) and inextricably coupled to oxidation of the reduced hydrogen carriers NADH (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) and FADH~2~ (Flavin adenine dinucleotide). Complex I - IV of the ETC operate the electron transport and involve oxidation (i.e., removal) of electrons from NADH or FADH~2~ coupled to pumping out protons from the mitochondrial matrix. This generates an electrochemical potential, which provides the energy for ATP synthesis by oxPhos conducted by complex V.

ATP can be transported out of the mitochondrion via the ATP/ADP translocase and used otherwise. Hydrogen carriers are unable to cross the inner mitochondrial membrane. This requires active transfer of 'reducing equivalents' by two mechanisms: the malate/aspartate shuttle and the glycerol phosphate shuttle (particularly important in insects). The malate/aspartate shuttle transports malate from the cytosol to the mitochondrion, where it is transformed into aspartate, which subsequently leaves the mitochondrion again to restore malate in the cytosol. These steps are accompanied by regeneration of reducing equivalents NADH and FADH~2~. Also the TCA cycle is important for recycling of hydrogen carriers for the generation of ATP from glucose. Glucose is taken up by the cells and oxidized through glycolysis into two molecules of pyruvate. Pyruvate is fed into the TCA cycle where it is completely oxidized into carbon dioxide. In this process, the hydrogen carriers NAD^+^ and FAD become reduced to NADH and FADH~2~, and carry hydrogen to the respiratory chain. In summary, ATP is synthesized in the inner mitochondria membrane through sequential metabolic reactions that crucially involve the recycling of hydrogen carriers in the TCA cycle and the malate/aspartate shuttle, which are needed for the respiratory chain and oxPhos ([Fig. 1](#bpl-3-bpl170044-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mitochondrial metabolism. Shown is a schematic drawing of the major mitochondrial metabolism pathways discussed in this review (for β-oxidation please refer to Knobloch, 2017 in this issue). For details, please refer to Box 1. Pyruvate is transported from the cytosol to the mitochondrion and enters the Krebs or tricarboxylic (TCA) cycle. TCA and malate/aspartate shuttle serve to recycle hydrogen carriers required for electron transport in the inner mitochondrial membrane (complex I - IV) to generate an electrochemical potential, which provides energy for ATP synthesis by oxidative phosphorylation (complex V). Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced by complex I and III of the electron transport chain.](bpl-3-bpl170044-g001){#bpl-3-bpl170044-g001}

Sirtuins, an evolutionary conserved family of deacetylase, in particular Sirt1, play a key role in redox/metabolism-dependent control of NSPC fate. Sirt1 expression and activity is tightly regulated by changes in the NAD^+^/NADH redox state \[[@ref097]\] and, the other way around, sirtuins are associated with a variety of cellular functions connected to redox state \[[@ref098]\]. Sirtuins act as cellular anti-oxidative defense mechanisms, and Sirt1, 2, and 3 reduce ROS damage by FoxO3-mediated activation of superoxid dismutase 2 and catalase \[[@ref100]\]. During CNS development, Sirt1 is expressed at early stages and Sirt1^-/-^ mice exhibit severe cognitive defects associated with reduced synaptic plasticity and altered activation of genes involved in synaptic function, lipid metabolism and myelination \[[@ref103]\]. During caudal neural tube development, Sirt1 supports NSPC maintenance by de-acetylating Pax3, subsequent induction of Hes1 and inhibition of Neurogenin2 \[[@ref104]\]. Overall, cellular redox-state critically determines NSC maintenance, self-renewal, proliferation, and differentiation program and may also play an instructive role for distinct developmental steps of the neurogenic lineage. It will therefore be crucial to determine how subcellular alterations in NAD^+^/NADH ration might drive cell type-specific programs i.e. through Sirt1-dependent changes in gene expression.

MITOCHONDRIAL METABOLISM IN AGEING {#sec0045}
==================================

Mitochondrial dysfunction is postulated to be one of the hallmarks contributing to organismal ageing \[[@ref105]\]. mtDNA is the major target for age-associated mutations, most likely due to the oxidative microenvironment of mitochondria and the limitations in mtDNA protection and repair mechanisms compared to nuclear DNA \[[@ref107]\]. While the causal implications of mtDNA mutation are controversially debated, it is certain that the mutational load of single-cells in ageing significantly increases \[[@ref108]\]. The other way around, data from human multisystem disorders caused by mtDNA mutation partially phenocopy ageing \[[@ref109]\]. Moreover, mice deficient for mtDNA polymerase *γ* exhibit aspects of premature ageing and reduced life-span \[[@ref110]\]. The reduced mitochondrial bioenergetics upon ageing may be caused by a variety of mechanisms, including accumulation of mutations and deletions in mtDNA, oxidation of respiratory proteins, destabilization of the respiratory supercomplexes, changes in the lipid composition of mitochondrial membranes, imbalance of fission and fusion events resulting in alterations of mitochondrial dynamics, and limited quality control by defective mitophagy \[[@ref106]\].

Mitochondrial dysfunction was previously proposed to contribute significantly to age-associated neurogenesis deficits \[[@ref049]\]. Aged iPSCs from human fibroblasts fail to properly undergo neurogenesis. This is accompanied by an increase in mitochondria with aberrant mitochondrial membrane potential and altered expression of genes related to mitochondrial biogenesis \[[@ref083]\]. Adult-derived human iPSCs accumulate mtDNA defects in an age-dependent manner, which can lead to respiratory defects. These results implicate that for therapeutical application, genetic integrity of iPSCs, especially those derived from older patients, should be monitored for their metabolic status \[[@ref116]\]. NSPCs isolated from aged mouse forebrains display an aberrant metabolic phenotype characterized by decreased mitochondrial mass, lower oxygen consumption rates, and increased resistance to mitochondrial inhibitors \[[@ref115]\], suggesting that mitochondrial function during aging contributes to impaired neurogenesis. In line with this are recent results from our laboratory showing that deletion of Tfam in adult NSCs recapitulates hallmarks of ageing in the hippocampal neurogenic lineage, including proliferation deficits, decreased generation of new neurons, and maturation delay of newborn neurons \[[@ref038]\]. While it is clear that mitochondrial function has a profound effect on ageing processes, it is less clear whether improving mitochondrial function can ameliorate the ageing phenotypes. In order to test if neurogenesis can be improved by boosting mitochondrial function, we administered the nootropic compound piracetam to aged animals \[[@ref038]\]. Piracetam is used for treatment of age-related cognitive decline and dementia \[[@ref118]\] and has been found to enhance mitochondrial respiration, ETC activity and ATP production only in cells with impaired mitochondrial functions \[[@ref119]\], while it appears to have no effect on healthy young cells. Intriguingly, administration of piracetam to aged mice significantly improved proliferation, generation and maturation of newborn neurons *in vivo* \[[@ref038]\]. These findings identify mitochondrial function as a potential target to ameliorate the age-associated decline in hippocampal neurogenesis.

CONCLUSIONS {#sec0050}
===========

Over the last years, mitochondria turned out to be key players in regulating the balance of stem cell self-renewal, proliferation and differentiation in various tissues, including the brain. Mitochondria act through controlling energy and redox states of a cell, by providing hydrogen carriers and electron acceptors, and by generating intermediates that serve as cellular building blocks. Furthermore, mitochondria unite metabolic and signaling pathways. There is growing evidence for ROS- and redox state-mediated regulation of neurogenic pathways and gene expression on one hand, and control of mitochondrial function and dynamics through well-known neurogenic regulators like CREP and BDNF on the other hand. Mitochondrial dynamics and distribution play a crucial role in the differentiation and maturation of newborn neurons, while proliferation of progenitor cells may be dependent on biosynthesis of aspartate through regeneration of electron acceptors by ETC. Experimental findings from various organisms and from reprogramming of iPSCs to neurons support the hypothesis that a metabolic switch from glycolytic to mitochondrial oxidative metabolism may be instructive for initiation of neuronal differentiation and indispensable of the survival of newly generated neurons ([Fig. 2](#bpl-3-bpl170044-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mitochondrial metabolism-mediated regulation of adult neurogenesis. Schematic drawing summarizing how mitochondrial metabolism influences the distinct developmental steps of adult neurogenesis: neural stem cells (NSCs) generate actively proliferating intermediate progenitor cells (IPCs). IPCs give rise to neuronally committed neuroblasts (NBs) that differentiated into mature neurons. NSCs also generate new astrocytes. Impact of mitochondrial functions on NSC self-renewal, NSCs and IPCs proliferation, differentiation and maturation of progeny is illustrated.](bpl-3-bpl170044-g002){#bpl-3-bpl170044-g002}

At the recent state of knowledge, it is crucially important to understand how distinct metabolic profiles and shifts within metabolic pathways are linked to distinct cellular stages, to cell fate decisions and to differentiation processes in order to understand what might be altered in neurological disorders. Disturbances in mitochondrial function and signaling lead to impaired neuroplasticity, ageing and neurodegeneration, while enhancing of mitochondrial activity can have beneficial effects on the generation of new neurons. Therapeutic strategies that efficiently preserve or improve mitochondrial function may represent a novel direction for numerous mitochondrial-implicated, age-related disorders.
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